COVER YOUR LIQUIDS

Hexa-Cover®
The unique Floating Cover System
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COVER YOUR LIQUIDS
Reference:
The unique and patented Hexa-Cover® system
is a brilliant cover on all kinds of liquids.
Hexa-Cover® is the ideal solution for

However, Rockwool International A / S experienced problems
with growth of algae (due to UV) causing problems as the
water clogged filters, membranes and the like which in turn
caused stop in production, replacement of expensive filters
and damaged installations i.e. pressure washers.

eliminating:


Evaporation



Organic growth



Emission



Odour

In order to eliminate the growth of algae, Rockwool International A / S wanted to cover the container to sunlight and for
this purpose the Hexa-Cover® tile was selected.

Today Hexa-Cover® is in use on almost all
forms of basins, lagoons, reservoirs, containers, ponds and tanks and is used in several applications within:


Water



Industry



Agriculture

Rockwool International A/S, the world leading supplier of
insulation for buildings, has a constant need of water in their
production. In order to reduce the use of groundwater, Rockwool International A/S collects all the rainwater in an artificial
lagoon, from where it is being led to a 1000 m2 container and
filtered.

Christian Jensen, Process Manager at Rockwool International
A/S explains:
"We are now experiencing a significant difference. There is no
clogging of filters because of algae and this means no stoppages at the plant, which again means huge savings in our
operational costs. Furthermore, the Hexa-Cover® tiles is –
compared to i.e. tents and tarpaulins as several industries are
using to cover large containers – a much cheaper and easier
solution.
In fact the Hexa-Cover® tiles come at around half the price of
a traditional tent or tarpaulin and they are very easy to install
and operate. You simply add the tiles into the container, and
they distribute themselves automatically making a cover that
needs no inspection and/or servicing.

and our customers are benefiting from the
following features and benefits:

So, all in all, we are very satisfied with the solution chosen – it
is environmentally friendly, cheap and very easy to deal with"
adds Christian Jensen”.

Evaporation is reduced by + 90%

Organic growth is reduced by + 90%

Odours and Emission
is reduced by + 90%

Handling
and operation

Maximum use of surface water

No clogging in filters and
diffusers

Improved environment

Easy installation
and handling

Major savings in
tapped water

No repair cost and less
downtime

Minimizes ammonia
emission

No supervision

Improved indoor environment

Less use of chemicals

Minimizes air filtering

No operating costs
or repairs

Minimizes ventilation
need and thus saves
energy

Less disposal cost

Minimizes ventilation
need and thus saves
energy

Automatic distribution and levelling
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Easy installation:

Easy installation:
Hexa-Cover® is delivered in large bags, and is
easily poured onto the water surface where it
will distribute itself automatically, and form a
closed cover (as shown in the pictures left).

Easy handling:


No supervision



No operating costs



No repair

Easy access:
Whenever needed, access to the water is possible anywhere!
The floating tiles can be simply pushed aside
with the equipment e.g. a pump, a hose or a
mixer.
When the equipment is removed, the tiles will
reorganise, and close the openings.
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The Hexa-Cover® tile has been designed as a

Dimensions of the Hexa-Cover® tile:

hexagonal element with symmetric ribs on both

Diagonal measure:

228 mm

sides.

Weight:

270 g

Height:
The ribs makes the floating elements

70 mm
2

Number of tiles per m :

28

distribute themselves naturally and uniformly on
the liquid surface without overlapping.
A specific gravity of 0.5 kg/l ensures that the

Dimensions of large bags:

elements will be level with the surface.

125 x 125 x 240 cm:

35 m2

Approx. weight per large bag: 300 kg
The unique design makes the elements interlock

Load per 12 m truck (trailer):

1050 m2

by wind pressure and ensure that the

Load per 2 x 8 m truck:

1260 m2

Hexa-Cover® tiles mechanically constitute a
coherent cover.
Environmentally friendly:
Hexa-Cover® tiles are manufactured from
recycled plastic with no use of Freon or the like!

For further information:

PO Box 399, Innerkip ON N0J 1M0
Tel: (519) 469-8169
Fax: (519) 469-8157
Www.greatario.com
sales@greatario.com
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